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Fig. 1. We present GazeChat, a virtual conference system that leverages eye-tracking technology available with ordinary webcams to
render gaze-aware 3D photos with low bandwidth requirement. (a) For each user, we take a profile photo and the webcam video
as input, (b) generate a depth image, a 3D mesh reconstructed from the depth map, an eye mask and 20 synthesized gaze images,
Zhenyi
identify whom the user is looking at through gaze directions, and (c) render gaze-aware 3D photos. In (c), GazeChat shows Zhenyi
(user) is looking at Dave, Dave is looking at Charlie, while Bob and Charlie are both looking at the user (Zhenyi).
Communication software such as Clubhouse and Zoom has evolved to be an integral part of many people’s daily lives. However, due
to network bandwidth constraints and concerns about privacy, cameras in video conferencing are often turned off by participants.
This leads to a situation in which people can only see each others’ profile images, which is essentially an audio-only experience.
Even when switched on, video feeds do not provide accurate cues as to who is talking to whom. This paper introduces GazeChat, a
remote communication system that visually represents users as gaze-aware 3D profile photos. This satisfies users’ privacy needs while
keeping online conversations engaging and efficient. GazeChat uses a single webcam to track whom any participant is looking at,
then uses neural rendering to animate all participants’ profile images so that participants appear to be looking at each other. We have
conducted a remote user study (N=16) to evaluate GazeChat in three conditions: audio conferencing with profile photos, GazeChat,
and video conferencing. Based on the results of our user study, we conclude that GazeChat maintains the feeling of presence while
preserving more privacy and requiring lower bandwidth than video conferencing, provides a greater level of engagement than to
audio conferencing, and helps people to better understand the structure of their conversation.
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INTRODUCTION

Virtual conferences are rapidly becoming the dominant medium for online education, remote collaboration, and casual
meetings with families and friends. However, gaze awareness is not conveyed accurately in virtual conferences, so it is
difficult to determine who is looking at whom from video feeds. Moreover, users often turn off their cameras in video
conferences, due to low network bandwidth, shared environments, or concerns about privacy. This leads to similar
challenges as for audio conferences, in which people can only see each others’ still profile photos. Motivated by these
limitations, we wonder: What if we could augment virtual conferences in commodity hardware by using interactive 3D
photos to add proper gaze tracking?
Prior art such as True-view [83], GAZE-2 [79, 80], and MultiView [51, 52] has leveraged multiple cameras or eye
trackers to obtain users’ gaze directions and synthesize view-dependent images in video-mediated conversations.
Additionally, seminal work such as Photoportals [7, 38], MMSpace [56–59], Sirkin et al. [71], and TeleHuman [35] has
investigated a shared large display, kinetic displays, or a cylinder display to convey gaze awareness in remote group
conversations.
Besides, commercial software like Memoji1 and Loom.ai2 directly map user’s facial keypoints to control points of a
3D avatar for enhancing video conferencing experiences. With the recent advances in eye tracking and neural rendering,
we investigate the following questions: What if we do not have access to eye trackers and special displays? How can we
design a virtual conferencing system to accommodate users’ concerns about privacy and limited bandwidth? Can we
enhance virtual conferences with gaze-aware 3D photos for a greater level of engagement?
Towards these goals, we design, deploy, and evaluate GazeChat (Fig.1), a virtual conferencing system, which conveys
gaze awareness with augmented 3D photos. Our focus is on bringing realistic gaze awareness to virtual meetings.
Different from previous work like Memoji and Loom.ai, we render the relative gaze rather than absolute gaze: rendering
the eyes to reveal gaze awareness information rather than just replicating the actual eye positions. GazeChat consists of
four components: a WebRTC3 configuration to support videoconferencing and logging, a real-time eye-tracking module
inspired by WebGazer.js [60] to recognize gaze targets, deep-learning modules to infer depth maps and synthesize
novel photos by redirecting the gaze, and a rendering module implemented with the three.js4 . In terms of bandwidth,
GazeChat only adds a small overhead of gaze data and a one-time packet of 22 images to conventional audio conferences.
To evaluate GazeChat, we conducted four user studies with 16 remote participants (ages 21-38, 7 female and 9 male).
In our analyses of video recordings, post-activity questionnaires, and post interviews, we found that GazeChat can
effectively engage participants in small-group conversations by visualizing gaze awareness. gaze awareness provides
more eye-contact feeling than classic video and audio conferencing, can improve the conversation experience, bring
1 Memoji:

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208986
https://loomai.com/news
3 WebRTC: Web-based Real-Time Communications, https://www.webrtc.org
4 three.js: JavaScript 3D library, http://www.threejs.org.
2 Loom.ai:
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greater social presence and richness, and provide better user engagement than audio conferencing while saving
bandwidth and offering privacy protection compared to videoconferencing. Our main contributions are:
(1) Conception, development, and deployment of GazeChat, a virtual conference system that can convey gaze
awareness in augmented 3D photos.
(2) A low-cost, low-bandwidth, in-situ pipeline to turn users’ profile pictures into animated, gaze-aware 3D photos
on ordinary laptops without special hardware.
(3) Reporting evaluation results and reflections about the opportunistic use of GazeChat in virtual conferences (VC)
- benefits, limitations, and potential impacts to future VC systems.
(4) Open-sourcing5 . Our system is web-based and cross-platform compatible, making it easier to adopt for future
research. We plan to make our software available to facilitate future development in VC systems with real-time
neural rendering of nonverbal cues.
2

RELATED WORK

We review prior art on multi-user experience in distributed collaboration, gaze tracking, gaze redirection technology,
and how gaze awareness is integrated into virtual conferences.
2.1

Multi-user Collaboration in Distributed Environments

Distributed multi-user collaboration has been widely researched from the perspective of locomotion, shared proxies,
and life-size reconstruction, as well as for different purposes including communication[25], presentation[27, 77], and
object manipulation [22, 43]. Your Place and Mine [72] creates experiences that allow everyone to use real walking for
locomotion in collaborative VR. Three’s Company [78] presents a three-way distributed collaboration system that places
remote users either on the same side or around a round table. Besides, Three’s Company provides non-verbal cues like
body gestures through a shared tabletop interface. Remote users’ arm shadows are displayed locally on a tabletop device,
which is beneficial for collaborative tasks with shared objects. Tan et al. [77] focus on presentation in large-venue
scenarios, creating a live video view that seamlessly combines the presenter and the presented material, capturing all
graphical, verbal, and nonverbal channels of communication. The concept of Blended Interaction Spaces [54] is proposed
to provide the illusion of a single unified space by creating appropriate shared spatial geometries. TwinSpace [66] is a
generic framework discussing brainstorming and presentation in cross-reality that combines interactive workspaces and
collaborative virtual worlds with large wall screens and projected tabletops. SharedSphere [42] is a wearable MR remote
collaboration system that enriches a live captured immersive panorama-based collaboration through MR visualization
of non-verbal communication cues.
Immersive collaborative virtual environment (ICVE) and Augmented Reality (AR) are widely used to develop new
forms of teleconferencing, which often leverages multiple cameras setup and 3D reconstruction algorithms. EyeCVE [73]
uses mobile eye-trackers to drive the gaze of each participant’s virtual avatar, thus supporting remote mutual eyecontact and awareness of others’ gaze in a perceptually coherent shared virtual workspace. Jones et al. [33] design a
one-to-many 3D teleconferencing system able to reproduce the effects of gaze, attention, and eye contact. A camera
with projected structure-light is set up for reconstructing the remote user. Billinghurst and Kato [8] developed a system
that allows virtual avatars and live video of remote collaborators to be superimposed over any real location. Remote
participants were mapped to different fiducial markers. The corresponding video images were attached to the marker
5 The

code is available on Github.: https://github.com/snowymo/GazeChat-Enhancing-Virtual-Conferences-with-Gaze-aware-3D-Photos
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surface when markers are visible. Room2Room [62] is a telepresence system that leverages projected AR to enable
life-size, face-to-face, co-present interaction between two remote participants by performing 3D capture of the local
user with RGBD cameras. Holoportation [55] demonstrates real-time 3D reconstructions of an entire space, including
people, furniture and objects, using a set of depth cameras. Gestures are preserved via full-body reconstruction and
headset removal algorithms are designed to convey eye contact.
Prior art values the importance of immersion and non-verbal cues especially for eye contact information. Various
devices are included such as cameras, markers, big screens, and headsets. We design GazeChat to investigate how we
can use minimal hardware to provide essential information for distributed communication.
2.2

Eye Tracking

There have been extensive research focusing on developing eye-tracking devices such as the Tobii eye tracker [63] and
on using webcams for eye tracking. Such methods typically involve an explicit calibration phase and are less accurate
than infrared eye trackers [23]. One of the early-stage appearance-based methods employed video images for neural
networks [5]. Recent work like Lu et al. introduced an adaptive linear regression model that requires sparse calibration
however is sensitive to head movement [46]. Later Lu et al. overcame this by using synthetic images for head poses,
however, need extensive calibration [47]. Another trend of research takes advantage of image salience to estimate gaze
for calibration purposes [74], and salience is only a rough estimate of where a user is looking. Alnajar et al. designed a
webcam eye tracker that supports self-calibration, though still requires users to look at the “ground truth” gaze patterns
[1]. Similarly, PACE [30] and TurkerGaze [84] also predicts gaze information through webcam. Differently, GazeChat
focuses on providing region-level gaze awareness instead of identifying the pixel-level gaze information. We support
adapting webcam-based eye tracking technology for GazeChat use as well as eye-tracking device such as the Tobii eye
tracker.
2.3

Conveying Gaze Awareness in Collaborative Tasks

Buxton started a series work researching shared space in remote collaboration since decades ago [11], especially
discussed how eye contacts behave in such kind of videoconferencing [68]. Sellen et al. [68] present Hydra, a prototype
for supporting four-way videoconferencing. Three picture-in-picture devices were used to represent three remote
participants. Separate devices also native support different view points. Hydra raises the common motivation for
conventional videoconferencing and has strong impacts for following work like MMSpace [56]. Additionally, deep
discussion on personal space and social space was made and different principles were proposed for mediaspace,
meaningspace, and meetignspace [10].
To better describe gaze information in the context, we use the term “gaze awareness” to represent the information
we want to convey during videoconferencing. Gaze awareness is related to gaze direction information. It is an ability to
perceive an accurate spatial relationship between an observing person and the object, that is being observed [50]. In this
work, we focus on gaze awareness related to person. Many prior work visualizes gaze awareness for various purposes.
“An eye for design” [15] breaks down attributes of eye movements and is inspiring. Eye-write [40] and the follow-up
work “Effects of Shared Gaze” [41] emphasize the effects of gaze awareness on a shared screen. In the meantime,
“Look together” [89] enhances collaborative search via gaze. Gaze is a complementary modality to be included in
videoconferencing and is effective for multimodal communication [9]. EyeCVE [73] uses mobile eye-trackers to drive
the gaze of each participant’s virtual avatar, thus supporting remote mutual eye contact and awareness of others’ gaze
in a perceptually coherent shared virtual workspace. LookAtChat [26] used symbols to show gaze awareness without
4
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changing original video feed. Jones et al. [33] design a one-to-many 3D teleconferencing system able to reproduce
the effects of gaze, attention, and eye contact. A camera with projected structure-light is set up for reconstructing the
remote user.
Inspired by previous work, GazeChat integrates gaze awareness into virtual conferences as well as separating
personal space and social space. We will elaborate on the design and validate the work.

2.4

Gaze Correction and Redirection

To enable gaze redirection, the traditional approaches are typically based on 3D modeling [6, 81] by fitting eye texture
and shape against 3D morphable models, but they are not ideal for handling images with eyeglasses and the high
variance of facial details. Some others [13, 39, 85, 90] render a scene containing the face of a subject from a given
viewpoint to mimic gazing at the camera.
Various hardware setups have been explored for gaze correction including hole in screen, long distance, and half-silver
mirror. The hole in screen concept is about drilling a hole in the screen and placing a camera. Long distance uses a
screen at a far distance while placing the camera as close as possible [75]. Half-silver mirror allows a user to see through
a half-transparent mirror while being observed by a well-positioned camera at the same time. This idea was adapted in
ClearBoard [24, 32] and Li et al.’s transparent display [44]. Despite their advantages in terms of system complexity
and costs, such solutions are rarely used outside of laboratory due to the availability of hardware. In the meantime,
quite a few 2D video-based (or image-based) approaches are proposed for eye contact including eye correction with a
single camera [2, 3] and multiple cameras [14] while applying image-based approaches like texture remapping and
image warp [20]. However, the technology was not sufficiently accurate to avoid visual artifacts . 3D video-based
solutions including 3D reconstruction is another trend for maintaining eye contact while the head is reconstructed.
RGB camera [83], depth camera [90], Kinect [39], or motion capture system [49] are used for 3D reconstruction. Eng et
al. [18] propose a gaze correction solution for a 3D teleconferencing system with a single color/depth camera. A virtual
view is generated in the virtual camera location with hole filling algorithms. Nourbakhsh also used one webcam to
apply gaze redirection for one-to-one video conferencing[53]. Compared to single camera setup, multiple cameras are
popularly used for providing gaze [4] in videoconferencing.
The deep learning era gave rise to various learning-based methods [19, 28, 36, 37, 61, 86]. These methods mostly train
neural networks that predict the flow field for warping the eye pixels in the original image, and additional techniques
such as inpainting [88] and latent space interpolation [82] have been proposed to improve improve the visual quality
and redirection precision. However, these methods still fall short of reliably generating to data in the wild, with large
variations in head poses, gaze angles, and lighting. A crucial reason for the lack of success for many learning-based
method is the limited training data, since it is very difficult to collect a large amount of high-quality eye gaze images
with correctly labeled gaze angles.
The First Order Motion model [70] estimates unsupervised keypoints from the input images and predicted a dense
motion field to warp the source features to the target pose. Thanks to its unsupervised nature, this method benefits
from a much larger training data set and produces results compelling visual quality. Although it is not specifically
designed for the task of gaze redirection, we manage to repurpose the FOM model to generate the redirected eye gazes
at desired angles.
5
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Eye Contacts and Gaze Visualization Applied in Video-mediated Conversation

True-view [83] was implemented with two cameras (one on the left and the other on the right). The synthesised virtual
camera view image at the middle viewpoint is generated to provide correct views of each other and the illusion of close
proximity. GAZE-2 [79, 80] utilizes an eye tracker with three cameras. The eye tracker is used for selecting a proper
camera closest to where the user is looking. GAZE-2 prototypes an attentive virtual meeting room to experiment with
camera selection. In each meeting room, each user’s video image is automatically rotated in 3D toward the participant he
is looking at. All the video images are placed horizontally so the video image turns left or right when the corresponding
camera is chosen. Likewise, MultiView [51, 52] is a videoconferencing system that supports collaboration between
remote groups of people with three cameras. Additionally, MultiView allows multiple users to be co-located in one
site by generating a personal view for each user even though they look upon the same projection surface, which they
achieve by using a retro-reflective material. Photoportals [7, 38] groups local users and remote users together through
a large display. All users are tracked and roughly reconstructed through multiple cameras and then rendered within
a virtual environment. MMSpace [56–59] provided realistic social telepresence in symmetric small group-to-group
conversations through “kinetic display avatars”. Kinetic display avatars can change pose and position by automatically
mirroring the remote user’s head motions. One camera is associated with one transparent display. Both camera and
display can be turned to provide corresponding video input image and output angle. Sirkin et al. [71] developed a
kinetic video conferencing proxy with a swiveling display screen to indicate which direction in which the satellite
participant was looking for maintaining gaze and gestures to mediate interaction. Instead of rendering a video image
on a rectangular display, a cylinder display is proposed in TeleHuman [35] with 6 Kinects and a 3D projector.
GazeChat is designed to be used with a minimum requirement of a laptop/PC and a single webcam. While multi-view
cameras and external hardware may yield better eye tracking and 3D rendering solutions, such systems typically
require very high computational power and exclusive hardware setups. Since it is possible for users with low-cost video
conferencing setup to learn to interpret gaze direction to a very high degree of accuracy [21], we decided not to apply
extensive image-based manipulation on video streams but rather to focus on the design of a widely accessible online
system to empower video conferencing users with real-time visualization of eye contacts.
3

GAZECHAT

In this section, we elaborate on how GazeChat is designed and implemented including eye tracking, image synthesis,
network infrastructure, and rendering. We chose to start by using gaze-only information because facial expressions and
head gestures are not directly helpful for augmenting gaze awareness. By open sourcing GazeChat, we envision that
future work can easily leverage our framework and add new features for better remote meetings. To use the GazeChat
system, users first register GazeChat by uploading their profile photos. The server then generates corresponding depth
maps and synthesizes 20 images to represent each user as seen from different angles (subsection 3.2). At the beginning
of the chat, the server sends each client all the synthesized profile photos and depth maps only once for real-time
rendering (subsection 3.3). During the chat, each client runs an eye-tracking algorithm and classifies whom the user is
looking at on screen (subsection 3.1). Meanwhile, each client sends its gaze target and audio levels to the server for
the server to broadcast (subsection 3.4). The clients stream audio in a peer-to-peer manner and render gaze-aware 3D
photos based on the local layouts of the profile photos.
3.1

Eye Tracking
6
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Fig. 2. GazeChat framework. GazeChat is built in spirit of peer-to-peer network. From the perspective of multi-user setup, A WebRTC
server is designed for each client to talk to each other directly. A GazeChat server is provided for light-weight message transmission.
A host node is implemented for observation from remote. The host can see each client’s video image as well as their rendering result.
From the perspective of each client, gaze-aware visualization is rendered after a profile photo is provided. Audio level is visualized via
a gray circle with radius proportional to the volume.

We have considered different profile placement solutions including circles, lines, auditorium, etc, to provide spatial
information that is missing in virtual meetings. From what prior art like GAZE-2, Hydra, and MMSpace concluded and
given our specific user scenarios, we chose to place profile images in a 2x2 arrangement for small-group conversation.
We leverage WebGazer [60] to calibrate and obtain raw gaze positions in each client. Constrained by the webcam
setup within an ordinary laptop or PC, WebGazer is a state-of-the-art, off-the-shelf software solution for eye tracking.
Different from WebGazer, which reports gaze coordinates, GazeChat focuses on “who is looking at whom” for video
conferencing. We smooth the coordinate outputs from WebGazer with 1e Filter [12] and then classify the data to
understand which client is being looked at. When a user looks at no one or at another screen, our algorithm refrains
from visualizing their gaze. GazeChat also supports external eye-tracking devices such as the Tobii tracker bar, which
provides similar gaze coordinate information.
Our system expects users to reach an accuracy of 80% during the calibration session and ensure that the size of the
face is larger than 25% of the video frame. To improve accuracy, we fine-tune the parameters of 1e Filter and video
stream placement with a Tobii eye tracker.
First, we tune parameter mincutoff in 1e Filter to ensure that gaze coordinates are not jittering and beta to ensure
that the result is not introducing too much latency. A straight line is used as the gaze path for the fine-tuning step.
An animated dot moves from the start to the end of the line. The animated dot is a circle with a 10-pixel radius (from
experimental data). We move our cursor to follow the dot several times and record the cluster of cursor positions.
7
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Error Rate of Gaze Area Identification
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(a) GazeChat with area ID annotated
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(b) Result of identifying gaze area

Fig. 3. Eye tracking accuracy. (a) shows how we annotate each area. Area 1 — 4 are representing gaze-aware 3D photos for all
participants including self. Area 0 is the area classified as the viewer is looking at theirself video image. (b) shows the error rate for
each area.

The sum of the average distance between cursor and animated dot is set as a reference value. We next move our gaze
to follow the animated dot and apply the same calculation. Mincutoff is tuned to ensure that the distance of gaze is
comparable to the reference value. Beta is tuned to ensure that average latency is less than 5 ms between the raw gaze
position and the smoothed gaze position. We set mincutoff to be 0.3 and beta to be 0.3 for smoothing the raw gaze
positions.
Second, we adjust the placement of the video stream. We use a Tobii tracker bar for ground truth. Our goal is to reach
over 90% accuracy in identifying which area is being gazed at. All participants are rendered as gaze-aware 3D photos,
including viewer’s self. In the meantime, each viewer’s video image is rendered on the top left, only visible to that
viewer. The viewer’s video image will be annotated with a red frame when the viewer’s face is not in a good position for
eye-tracking, so the viewer can adjust their pose accordingly. We chose to detect whether the smoothed gaze coordinates
is in the area of any given gaze-aware 3D photo or other areas like the viewer’s self image. We tune the size of each
gaze-aware 3D photo and the distance between neighbour representations (horizontally and vertically) to maximize
accuracy. Thus, the size of the face is neither too large nor too small and good for gaze detection. Distance between 3D
photos is tuned according to the human’s fovea and peripheral vision and the precision of gaze detection as well so
users can notice the changes on neighbour profiles while gazing. We calculate the accuracy of our algorithms based on
the coordinates reported by the Tobii eye tracker. The error rate is calculated as the ratio of incorrect area identification
to total area identification. As Fig.3 shows, our algorithms report 92.5% accuracy on average. Next, placement data is
recorded with the size of the screen so the algorithms behaves the same on different screens.
3.2

Image Synthesis

Our goal is to automatically synthesize images of our participants with their eye gaze fixating at different angles. We
ask the participants to provide a profile picture of themselves beforehand, which is commonly done by users of online
conferencing platforms. In order to synthesize realistic images where the participant’s eyes are looking at various gaze
angles, we utilize the pretrained FOM model [70]. A crucial requirement of the FOM model is that the synthesized
movements of the static input image are modeled after the image frames from a "driving video". We capture a selfie video
using a smartphone and use it as the driving video for the profile image of all participants. Specifically, we generate the
8
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driving video such that the eyes appear to rotate along a full circle, and we extract 20 frames where the gaze is looking
𝜋 𝑖}, 𝑖 = 1, 2, ..., 20. Example synthesized gaze are shown in Fig.4.
at the following angles: {𝜙𝑖 = 10

Profile Image

Synthesized Gaze

Fig. 4. On the left we show example profile images, which are photo-realistic “deep-fake” portraits produced by StyleGAN [34]. We
synthesize their gaze images as described in subsection 3.2, and on the right we present the zoomed-in results around the eye region.

3.3

Rendering

As shown in Fig.5, our renderer uses intermediate results of a depth image, synthesized gaze images, and an eye mask
to obtain a gaze-redirected 3D photo. We infer the depth (relative distance from the camera) of each image pixel from
the provided profile picture using the MiDaS model [64]. To create the 3D mesh, we use the screen-space depth meshing
technique described in [17, 29]. This technique relies on a densely tessellated quad, in which each vertex is displaced
based on the re-projected depth value. We rotate the mesh based on users’ gaze direction. We also create an eye mask
image based on the facial landmark points [65] to constrain the texture sampling to be within our region of interest.
During rendering, we need to actively query the real-time gaze point, compute the corresponding gaze angle, and
then display the nearest synthesized gaze. Let the current gaze point to be at (𝑥, 𝑦) and the screen center to be coordinate
𝑦

system origin at (0, 0). We compute the rotation angle as 𝜙𝑐𝑢𝑟 = arctan( 𝑥 ) and its corresponding index 𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑟 =

10·𝜙𝑐𝑢𝑟
𝜋

.

If the gaze position is close to the profile’s center, we use the original image’s eyes in the rendering to achieve the effect
of looking straight forward. If the gaze is far from the center, from the set of synthesized images {Img1, Img2, ..., Img20 }
and their corresponding gaze angles {𝜙𝑖 } we pick the 𝑖-th and (𝑖 + 1)-th image such that 𝑖 = ⌊𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑟 ⌋ and 𝑖 + 1 = ⌈𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑟 ⌉.
As demonstrated in Fig.6, we use alpha blending to obtain the final image Imgfinal = (1 − 𝛼)Img𝑖 + 𝛼Img (𝑖+1) , where
𝛼 = 𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑟 − 𝑖. The rotation of the profile mesh follows the gaze by rotating 0.1 cos 𝜙𝑐𝑢𝑟 and 0.1 sin 𝜙𝑐𝑢𝑟 alone the 𝑥 and 𝑦
axes respectively.
3.4

GazeChat Infrastructure and Eye-contact Variance

As Fig.2 demonstrates, GazeChat employs a WebRTC server as well as peer-to-peer networking. For each newly-joined
client, it talks to the WebRTC server (including Internet Connectivity Establishment server and Signaling) first to
establish peer-to-peer connection with existing clients. Hence, the clients can send and receive video (optionally) and
audio streams with each other. Next, the GazeChat server maintains the identifier of each client after the WebRTC
connection is established. For each client, gaze awareness data and audio level information are processed locally and
sent to the GazeChat server for further use. Afterwards, the server broadcasts the information to all of the clients and
9
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(a) Original Profile

(c) 3D Photo

(f) Gaze Redirection

...

(b) Depth Image

(d) Synthesized Gaze Images

(e) Eye Mask

Fig. 5. The construction of the gaze-aware 3D photo. We first generate the 3D photo in (c) using the original profile as texture and the
depth image as geometry reference. We then select proper synthesized gaze images for 3D photo’s eye texture blending. The chosen
photos’ eye regions are constrained using the eye mask and blended to replace the original 3D photo’s eyes for gaze redirection.

the each client renders the result accordingly. Audio level is visualized as a gray circle behind each gaze-aware 3D
photo, with radius proportional to volume.
Regarding rendering gaze awareness data, it is constructed as a pair of source viewer ID and destination viewer
ID (which could be empty because the source viewer may not be looking at anyone). GazeChat will locally calculate
the angle for each viewer according to gaze awareness data. We further design two variances in terms of eye contact
rendering. We later note two variances as GazeChat(Eye) and GazeChat(Third) in the figures. The first one means
GazeChat with EyeContact. When a user is gazing at the viewer, GazeChat will render this user’s synthesized image as
looking directly to the viewer. Thus the viewer feels as though this user is looking into her/his eyes. The other one
is GazeChat with ThirdPerson perspective. GazeChat treats all gaze information the same, so that the gaze angle is
calculated according to the source viewer placement and destination viewer placement. That is to say, when a user is
gazing at the viewer, GazeChat will render the synthesized image as looking toward the viewer’s synthesized image.
When a user is looking at no one, the user will be rendered as looking at her/his corresponding corner.
Host mode (Fig.2) is designed for remote management and evaluation use. The host can see each participant’s video
image (given consent) and their rendering results as well as talk to all participants. Also, all gaze awareness and audio
level data can be recorded by the host for further analysis. Without host mode, GazeChat does not require participants
to stream video images.
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Gaze Point

Gaze Point

...

(c) Apply the
Eye Mask

g3
Im
α
Img 2
Ф

Img1

Profile Center
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20
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g

19

Img2

Img3

...
(a) Equation Visualization

(b) Alpha Blending

(d) Final Result

Fig. 6. Render the eyes to follow the gaze point. (a) shows how the equations in subsection 3.3 determine the images used for eye
texture blending and their blending ratio. The gaze point in this example results in Img2 and Img3 with a blending ratio of 1 − 𝛼 : 𝛼.
The eye regions of the blended images in (b) are chosen using an eye mask in (c) to replace the original 3D photo’s eyes for gaze
redirection. (d) demonstrates the final rendering result in which the person looks at the gaze point.

4

EVALUATION: SMALL-GROUP DEBATE

We conducted a remote user study to examine how our system works in the wild and how the different eye-contact
design perform in terms of conversation, subjective feedback, and user preferences, compared with a traditional videoconferencing setup where no gaze information is visualized, and a Clubhouse-like audio conferencing condition where
only static profile is provided. The user study follows a within-subject design in three conditions: videoconferencing(VIDEO), audio conferencing(AUDIO), and our system: GazeChat(Eye) and GazeChat(Third). The conditions were
counterbalanced to avoid bias in the following combinations: VIDEO–AUDIO–GazeChat, AUDIO–GazeChat–VIDEO,
GazeChat–VIDEO–AUDIO. The DVs were conversation experience defined in Sellen’s work [69], user experience defined
in Schrepp et al.’s work [67] and Hung et al.’s work [31], and selected Temple Presence Inventory (TPI) questions [45].
We processed the data through an analysis of variance (ANOVA). All tests for significance were made at the 𝛼 = 0.05
level. The error bars in the graphs show standard error.

4.1

Participants and Apparatus

We recruited a total of 16 participants at least 18 years old with normal or corrected-to-normal vision (7 females and
9 males; age range: 21 − 38, 𝑀 = 24.5, 𝑆𝐷 = 4.7) via social media and email lists. The participants have a diverse
background from both academia and industry. None of the participants had been involved with GazeChat before.
We assign participants into four 4-person groups for the user study. Following COVID-19 regulations, the study was
conducted remotely in personal homes. Participants used their personal computers with a webcam, visited the website
we provided through Google Chrome browser, and experienced different conditions as instructed by the host. We
instructed participants to take the user study in a quiet and brightly lit room where faces in the webcam are clearly
visible from the background. For the duration of the study, participants’ behavior, including their conversations and
video streams, were observed and recorded with their consent.
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Procedure

Our remote user study is scheduled using conventional calendar and videoconferencing tools (Zoom). Once all participants were online, the host briefly introduces GazeChat system with a tutorial video and asks all participants to fill
in consent forms. After the tutorial, the host instructs all participants to enter a condition in the user study website
(https://chat.3dvar.com). Participants are instructed to mute their video and audio streams in Zoom to prevent echoing
and save networking bandwidth. Meanwhile, the participants can still follow the host’s instructions from Zoom and the
host can monitor the experiments with the host mode in GazeChat. The user study session of each condition consists
of three parts: gaze calibration (∼5 min), warm-up conversation (∼3 min), and a debate (∼10 min). We next describe the
three parts in more detail:
Gaze calibration. Participants are required to first calibrate their gaze individually. Our system adapts the calibration
procedure of WebGazer[60]: A box rendered around participant’s face mesh turns green when the participant is at the
center of the camera view and close enough. Next, the participant calibrates 9 points on the screen and the accuracy of
gaze point is reported. We suggest that the participant proceed after reaching over 80% pixel-level accuracy.
Warm-up conversation. To reduce the novelty effect caused by our system, we had a “warm-up conversation” to
familiarize users with the system and current condition. In the beginning of each condition, researchers briefly describe
how gaze information is visualized for the current condition. Later on, participants pick a topic and one by one give a
short speech for around 30 seconds.
Debate. After the warm-up conversation, the group is instructed to debate. We chose a debate as the user study task
since it has key features: individual speech and group discussion.
At the end of each study session, we ask the participants to fill an online questionnaire about conversation experience,
user experience, and TPI [45] with a 7-point Likert scale for the condition they just completed (∼5 min). Hence, the
study session of each condition lasts for around 30 to 45 minutes. At the end of all the three conditions, we ask the
participants to fill demographic information, scale of usability in general, and rank the conditions. Lastly, participants
are interviewed about GazeChat, reasons for their ranking, and gave suggestions. On average, the experiment takes
about 100 to 120 minutes in total.
4.3

Results

We validated that the data is normally distributed through the Shapiro-Wilk test and satisfies the assumptions of an
analysis of variance (ANOVA). All tests for significance were made at the 𝛼 = 0.05 level. The error bars in the graphs
show the standard error. Symbol ∗ means 𝑝 <= .05, ∗∗ means 𝑝 <= .01, and ∗∗∗ means 𝑝 <= .001.
TPI - Social Presence and Richness. The results for the ratings of social presence and richness questions that have
significant results over all conditions are illustrated in Fig. 7. For the question “How often did you want to or did
you make eye-contact with someone you saw/heard?” (𝑀𝐺𝑎𝑧𝑒𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑡 (𝐸𝑦𝑒) = 5.1, 𝑀𝐺𝑎𝑧𝑒𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑡 (𝑇 ℎ𝑖𝑟𝑑) = 5.3, 𝑀𝑉 𝐼 𝐷𝐸𝑂 = 4.3,
and 𝑀𝐴𝑈 𝐷𝐼𝑂 = 3.1), a one-way within-subjects ANOVA was conducted to test the influence of conditions on the
ratings. The main effects for condition (𝐹 (3, 45) = 8.9, 𝑝 < .001∗∗∗ ) was significant. Post hoc t-tests with Holm
correction showed a significant difference between GazeChat(Eye) and AUDIO as well as GazeChat(Third) and AUDIO
(𝑡 (15) > 1.04, 𝑝 < .001∗∗∗ ) with a ‘large’ effect size (Cohen’s d > 1). GazeChat also has larger ratings than VIDEO while
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Fig. 7. Summary of results regarding TPI between AUDIO, VIDEO, and GazeChat in variance of GazeChat(Eye) and GazeChat(Third).
The error bars in the graphs show the standard error. We reported 6 of them that have significant effects through ANOVA and all of
them have significant impacts in post hoc tests, 𝑝 ≤ .05 , **: 𝑝 ≤ .01, ***: 𝑝 ≤ .001 . GazeChat(Third) condition has notably better
scores than AUDIO for all TPI questions. VIDEO has better scores than GazeChat except for the feeling of eye-contact in (c).

not significant. The results indicate that GazeChat with EyeContact design and ThirdPerson design provided notably
more eye-contact experience than AUDIO.
The results for the questions “How often did you have the sensation that people you saw/heard was talking directly to
you” and “... could also see/hear you?” are similar (Fig.7(a) and (b)). VIDEO has highest scores among all. The main effects
for condition (𝐹 (3, 45) = 4.22, 𝑝 < .01∗∗ ) was significant while only GazeChat(Third) is notably better than AUDIO
from post hoc t-tests (𝑡 (15) > 3.335, 𝑝 < .027∗∗∗ ). The results indicate that GazeChat has better sensation of talking and
feeling of being seen/heard than AUDIO though lower score than VIDEO. GazeChat with Third Person design provided
notably more sentation than AUDIO.
The results for social richness questions are similar (Fig.7(d — f). The main effects for condition were significant.
VIDEO has highest ratings, GazeChat has slightly lower ratings than VIDEO, while both VIDEO and GazeChat are better
than AUDIO. Post hoc t-tests demonstrate that GazeChat with two variance were both notably better than AUDIO. The
results indicate that participants experience similar social richness from GazeChat compared to VIDEO.
User Engagement and User Experience. The results for the ratings of user engagement experience questions that have
significant results over all layouts are illustrated in Fig.8. Results show that GazeChat(Eye) and GazeChat(Third) are
interesting (𝑀𝐺𝑎𝑧𝑒𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑡 (𝐸𝑦𝑒) = 5.4, 𝑀𝐺𝑎𝑧𝑒𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑡 (𝐸𝑦𝑒) = 5.3), as well as novel (𝑀𝐺𝑎𝑧𝑒𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑡 (𝐸𝑦𝑒) = 5.7, 𝑀𝐺𝑎𝑧𝑒𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑡 (𝐸𝑦𝑒) =
5.5). A one-way within-subjects ANOVA was conducted to test the influence of conditions on the ratings. The main
effects for condition (𝐹 (3, 45)𝐺𝑎𝑧𝑒𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑡 (𝐸𝑦𝑒) = 18.38, 𝐹 (3, 45)𝐺𝑎𝑧𝑒𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑡 (𝑇 ℎ𝑖𝑟𝑑) = 9.6, 𝑝 < .001∗∗∗ ) were both significant.
Post hoc t-tests showed a significant difference between GazeChat and AUDIO (𝑡 (19) > 4.4, 𝑝 < .001∗∗∗ ) with a ‘large’
effect size (Cohen’s d > 1.37). The results indicate that GazeChat provided notably more user engagement than AUDIO.
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Fig. 8. Summary of significant results regarding User Engagement, Conversation Experience, and User Experience between AUDIO,
VIDEO, and GazeChat. We reported 4 of them that have significant effects through ANOVA and significant impacts in post hoc tests,
p <= .05, **: p <= .01, ***: p <= .001. GazeChat with EyeContact and ThirdPerson condition has notably better scores than AUDIO.

Similar to questions regarding user experience, GazeChat has significantly better scores than AUDIO and not
significant but better ratings than VIDEO (Fig.8(d)).
Conversation Experience. The result for the ratings of question “I knew when people were listening or paying attention
to me.” is shown in Fig. 8(c) with 𝑀𝑉 𝐼 𝐷𝐸𝑂 = 5.3, 𝑀𝐺𝑎𝑧𝑒𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑡 (𝐸𝑦𝑒) = 3.8, 𝑀𝐺𝑎𝑧𝑒𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑡 (𝑇 ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑑) = 4.8. A one-way withinsubjects ANOVA was conducted to test the influence of condition on the ratings. The main effects for layout (𝐹 (3, 45) =
9.25, 𝑝 < .001∗∗∗ ) were significant. Post hoc t-tests with Holm correction showed a significant difference between
GazeChat (Third) and AUDIO (𝑡 (19) = 3.47, 𝑝 = .007∗∗ ) with a ‘large’ effect size (Cohen’s d = .87). The results indicate
that GazeChat with Third Person design provided notably more feeling of attention then AUDIO.
Preference and Subjective Feedback. 10 participants preferred the VIDEO and 6 participants preferred GazeChat (4
preferred the GazeChat with EyeContact, and 2 preferred GazeChat with ThirdPerson). Participants who preferred
VIDEO because “It makes me feel closer to the other participants.” (P11, F). However, participants stated that it is common
that it is “ambiguous that who is talking to whom” so that “finding the right time to speak is hard.” (P15, M). No participants
rate AUDIO since “people don’t become immediately aware that I am talking to them, and they would interrupt me to
confirm with me, or I need to repeat myself since they were not listening” (P2, F).
Regarding GazeChat, there is no significant difference between GazeChat with EyeContact and GazeChat with
ThridPerson from participants’ feedback. Participants acknowledged that GazeChat protects privacy by displaying only
the augmented photo while “maximizing the feeling of presence with the vividly rendered dynamic photos.”(P9, M). The
gaze-aware 3D photo also helps to clarify who is talking to whom, thus makes the conversation more straightforward.
Participants can understand “the logical structure of the conversation” (P2, F) better since they manage to “know who is
talking to whom, so the conversation is simpler to follow” (P2, F). GazeChat allows the participants to speak “in turns”,
“make immediate comments”, and “ask questions” (P16, M) easier by introducing the eye contact into the conferencing.
Moreover, P(10) commented that under some content, things like facial expression/body movement might be trivial but
distracting, and by only displaying the gaze-aware 3D photos2, GazeChat improves “how we are allocating our attention
to the critical stuff regards the conversation.”
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DISCUSSION

The results from the evaluation show that GazeChat provides a greater sense of presence, better privacy protection, and
enhanced social engagement, but also suggest limitations and opportunities for improvement.
5.1

Insights

We conducted four interviews with each group of participants to learn their thoughts on the online conferencing
systems they used. Combined with the survey results, we summarize that stability, privacy protection, efficiency, and
social engagement are four essential things they care about when using an online conferencing system.
Balance stability and social engagement. There is a tradeoff between stability and social engagement among existing
online conferencing systems. For example, disabling video saves bandwidth but results in a more limited “feeling of
intimacy” (P11, F) with other participants, while full video conferencing is highly engaging but could cease to be
functional under poor internet conditions. Finding an intermediate step between full video and pure audio conferencing,
such as hiding the actual video feed while visualizing only meaningful non-verbal cues, is a way to balance the system’s
stability and social engagement. In GazeChat, we require low bandwidth to pass around only the audio and gaze
position, while “maximizing the feeling of presence with the vividly rendered dynamic profiles.” (P9, M). Future online
conferencing systems should allow participants to determine how detailed is the information they want to pass to and
receive from others based on their internet speed.
Replace full video feed with other visual cues for privacy protection. Turning on the camera is often required in
small online group conferencing for better communication and engagement. However, privacy concerns such as an
unwillingness to expose personal information make participants feel “stressful and awkward” (P3, F) to enable the
webcam, especially when they are “in bad shape” (P3, F) or “in a messy room” (P1, M). Future online conferencing
systems should transmit enough information for others to understand whether/to whom the participant is paying
attention and how he/she is reacting without requiring the full use of video. Displaying only an augmented photo while
embedded eye contact as cues for who is talking/listening to whom, GazeChat can satisfy users’ privacy concerns and
the need for attention information at the same time.
Clarifying who is talking/listening to whom for efficiency. Clarifying the relationship of who is talking or listening
to whom can greatly improve online conferencing efficiency. It can make the conversation simpler to follow and can
better deliver the right message to the right person. The relationship between speaker and listener can be inferred
from users’ gaze information because people tend to look at the 3D photo of the person they are paying attention
to. Conferencing systems can improve communication efficiency by include gaze awareness via enhancing“intuitive
conversation”. This allows the user to“pick up a direct conversation with a person smoothly” since he/she “knows I am
staring at him”. “Things should work the same way as if we were having offline meetings.” (P8, F). With gaze awareness,
GazeChat helps participants better understand the structure of the conversation, “reduce interruptions” (P15, M), and
“encourage smooth interactions” (P14, M). Future conferencing systems could enable different kinds of visual cues for
gaze awareness to help participants process gaze information, such as highlighting the user profile to show eye contact,
so as to better understand who is talking to whom.
Filter out irrelevant information to improve efficiency. The amount of received attention is correlated with the amount
of information provided. Sometimes showing too much trivial content, such as “displaying the non-speakers in a lecture
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setting might distract the listener from what truly matters” (P13, F). Filtering out irrelevant information may improve
conversation efficiency. Which information is irrelevant depends on the purpose of the meeting. Some participants
mentioned that GazeChat is suitable for scenarios like debates because participants focus more on “the speaker’s opinion
and to whom he is talking” (P9, M) rather than facial expressions or body movements. It would be interesting to explore
how the value of any given detail changes depending on the context of the conversation. Future online conferencing
systems could give users the freedom to select which information to emphasize and which to ignore.
5.2

Limitations and Future Direction

The results of the user study show that GazeChat is novel and interesting while providing more eye-contact information,
but also reveal limitations and potential for improvement.
Limited visual cues. Since GazeChat is designed to study how gaze information influences online conferencing
experience, only the eyes and the head of the profile are animated while the other parts are static. This rendered result
might look “unnatural” for some users. The profile image might become more natural were it to include some other
subtle movements and expressions. Moreover, participants’ real facial expressions and the body movements, such as
nodding, shaking heads, and raising hands, are embedded within the video feed. Such information can greatly facilitate
interactions and help participants to better understand other persons’ immediate responses. While the current version
of GazeChat only focuses on gaze awareness, future research may build upon the system to keep track of the actual
head position [48], body movements [76], and hand gestures [87], then incorporate these features into the system.
Unstable gaze tracking. Currently, the gaze tracking algorithm only supports one user in front of the webcam.
Accuracy is limited by the individual calibration procedure, the user’s position in front of the camera, and environment
lighting. It would be interesting in future work to explore the addition of other devices with cameras, such as cell
phones, to provide assistance in gaze tracking.
Limitations of user study. In the user study, as the participants’ ages spanned 21 − 38, the results may not generalize to
other populations, such as young students or older adults, who may prefer more or less eye contact in video conferences.
A long-term study in the future might be needed to better assess the longitudinal impact of the proposed system on the
user’s teleconferencing experience and behavior.
6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced GazeChat, a web-based group chat system which enhances virtual conferences with
gaze-aware 3D photos. Motivated by users turning off cameras in conventional video conferences due to low bandwidth
or concerns about privacy, we propose to track users’ gaze directions with a webcam, transmitting only a small overhead
of gaze awareness information in addition to audio streams, rendering gaze-aware 3D photos to convey “who is looking
at whom”. We conducted a remote user study of 16 participants to examine the benefits and limitations of the interface, as
well as the potential impacts of varied user engagement and experience. The quantitative results indicate that GazeChat
provides a better feeling of eye-contact than VIDEO and AUDIO conditions and a significantly better experience in
terms of user engagement than AUDIO. Among all conditions, participants found GazeChat to be novel, interesting,
and fun.
As an initial effort to use gaze-aware 3D photos for virtual conferences, we believe our open-sourced work may
inspire more designs that convey nonverbal cues for remote conversations. Such features may eventually be integrated
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with video conferencing software or mixed reality social platforms [16] to increase social engagement and to improve
conversational experience.
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